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Easy to use converter to format Delphi sourcecode to HTML, RTF and Word. With the converter you can convert a single file,
an entire directory or a whole project. Options can be set for the conversion of the HTML and RTF output. The format is also
customizable. You can select an own syntax highlighting color scheme and customize the result to your needs. How to Uninstall
Delphi Code Converter For Windows 10 Crack 1. Uninstall Delphi Code Converter from Control Panel 2. Uninstall Delphi
Code Converter from Programs and Features 3. Delete Delphi Code Converter from the Start Menu 4. Delete Delphi Code
Converter Folder from the Program Files Folder 5. Delete Delphi Code Converter Folder from the Program Files Folder 6.
Remove Delphi Code Converter Shortcut from the Desktop 7. Remove Delphi Code Converter Shortcut from the Desktop User
Reviews: Delphi Code Converter was reviewed by Susan Abraham, on Mar 01, 2008Calculate the highest common factor of 24
and 12408. 24 Calculate the greatest common factor of 10 and 1490. 10 Calculate the greatest common divisor of 4044 and
1368. 228 Calculate the greatest common divisor of 25 and 25. 25 Calculate the greatest common divisor of 15 and 3. 3 What is
the greatest common factor of 749 and 392? 49 What is the highest common divisor of 110 and 30? 10 What is the greatest
common factor of 76 and 95? 19 What is the greatest common divisor of 91 and 52? 13 What is the highest common divisor of
55 and 45? 5 Calculate the greatest common divisor of 5488 and 1536. 128 What is the greatest common divisor of 665 and
105? 35 Calculate the greatest common factor of 860 and 220. 20 What is the greatest common factor of 99 and 99? 99
Calculate the greatest common divisor of 767 and 159. 53 Calculate the highest common factor of 288 and 144. 144 What is the
highest common divisor of 704 and 54? 22 What is the greatest common divisor of 1590 and 390? 30 What is the
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App Commands '%1' - Name of the file. Used by Delphi '%2' - Input string to be formatted. '%3' - Output filename (must
exist). '%4' - Background formatting of code (default is TRUE). '%5' - Transparency of output window (default is TRUE). '%6'
- Highlight of the code in syntax coloring (default is FALSE). '%7' - Do not insert an end tag in tag declaration (default is
FALSE). '%8' - Highlight of the selected code in syntax coloring (default is TRUE). '%9' - Highlight of the selected code in
syntax coloring (default is FALSE). '%0' - Filename with output extension (default is "%1". '%-3' - Output comment. '%-4' -
Beginning of title bar on output window (default is "DelphiCodeConverter (". '%-5' - Beginning of title bar on output window
(default is "DelphiCodeConverter (". '%-6' - Default separator between title and content of output window (default is " * ".
'%-7' - Number of lines in the title of the output window (default is 1). '%-8' - Number of lines in the content of the output
window (default is 1). '%-9' - Default separator between title and content of the output window (default is " * ". '%-10' - Default
separator between title and content of the output window (default is " * ". '%-11' - End of title bar on output window. '%-12' -
End of title bar on output window. '%-13' - End of title bar on output window. '%-14' - End of title bar on output window.
'%-15' - End of title bar on output window. '%-16' - End of title bar on output window. '%-17' - End of title bar on output
window. '%-18' - End of title bar on output window. '%-19' - End of title bar on output window. '%-20' - End of title bar on
output window. '%-21' - End of title bar on output window. 1d6a3396d6
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Set the application path to the delphi unit converter Keywords: Code Converter Help ID:
![Help/HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT/DelphiUnit/shell/Open with DelphiCC/command]( Folder: Help/ Homepage: ![image]( ##
Bugs, issues & feedback If you find any bugs or have any issue or feedback, please, post an issue on GitHub or contact us on our
[GitHub]( ## Technical support If you find any issues with the application and not able to fix it on your own, you can ask for
technical support. You may post a feature request or bug report, or contact the author directly. ## Credits * Kev The 1st
(Author) * Xtreme G10X (Developer) * RubenS (Developer) * David Brown (Developer) * paul1r (Developer) * all
contributors to the G10X Dev-Kit ## License DelphiCodeConverter is released under MIT license

What's New in the?

DelphiCC is a Delphi code converter application that was designed to be a simple tool that will display Delphi code in HTML
and RTF. It's able to do so by reformatting the code to HTML and RTF format. And since it's a Delphi application it has
features that are not available in other tools that can display Delphi code. #There are other Delphi Code Converter tools that you
can use. Some of them are mentioned in the corresponding articles here: #You can download DelphiCC zip file from here:
#You can use it to convert your existing Delphi code to HTML and RTF format. Since it uses Delphi's parser and syntax
highlighter, any comments, strings, class names, and/or user defined keywords will be properly recognized & displayed in
HTML or RTF format. It can also be used to format a single.pas or.dpr file to HTML and RTF format. #When using DelphiCC,
it may create an additional richedit file. Because richedit files are created with command line parameters, you can use it to
create a context menu option when you right click on the richedit window. #Here are some key features of DelphiCC: -Speedy
parsing of Delphi code - Reformatting it as either RTF or HTML when saved to file. Converted *.pas & *.dpr files will be
written to disk with their extensions changed to either *.html or *.rtf. - Custom syntax highlighting. - Accepts a filename as a
commandline parameter so the file will be loaded - (and formatted) into the richedit window. - Drag & Drop enabled. - Tip: to
create a shell context menu option using regedit - HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT DelphiUnit shell Open with DelphiCC command
default = "c:toolsdelphicc.exe" "%1" #Here are some installation instructions: #- Get the DelphiCC zip file. Open it, extract all
files. Copy & replace all files found in C:\Program Files\Delphi Code Converter\DelphiCC_XX.XX.XX.XX\ into the
DelphiCC directory in your Program Files. #- Get the Delphi Code Converter's data file. Open the file with notepad. Edit it to
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP (SP3) / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10 CPU: Intel® Core™ i3-2xxx / AMD
Phenom II™ X3-2xxx or better RAM: 4 GB HDD: 5 GB Graphics: Intel HD4000/Radeon HD4000 or better / GeForce® GTX
950 or better Recommended: CPU: Intel® Core™ i
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